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same distinction, their difference lying in different metaphors
drawn from different subareas of computer science and AI. The
bottom-up-top-down
distinction
comes from parsing (qv); the
forward-backward
chaining distinction comes from rule-based
systems (qv); goal-directed
comes from problem solving (qv)
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One general way to considerthe distinction is from within
the paradigm of search.The basicissueof all searchis to find a
way to get from where you are to where you want to be. If you
organizethis by starting from where you are and searchuntil
you find yourself where you want to be, you are doing forward,
data-directed,or bottom-up search.If you think about where
you want to be, and plan how to get there by working
ward to where YoU are now " YOU are doin g backward

backgoal-

directed, or top-down search. Notice that, having found the
route during backward search, YOU still have to get to Your
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this is not forward searchbecauseall the searchwas already
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(qv). Now, however, they are virtually

changeable.
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and search (qv), and data-directed comesfrom discussionsof
control structures

'"

goal. Although

you are now moving

in the forward

direction,

donein the backward direction.
. A?other gene~al way to consider the distinction i~ from
wIthIn the paradIgmof rule-basedsystems(qv).A genencrule
can be thought of as having a set of antecedents and a set of
consequents. When the rule-based system notices that all the

antecedentsof a rule a~e satisfied, the rule is trigger~ and
may. fire (whether

all trIggered

rules actually

fire depends on

the specifics
of the rule-based
system).Whentherule fires,the
consequentpropositionsare addedto the knowledgebaseand
the consequentactions are performed.Thesestepsof triggering and firing happen a~ jus~ described regardless o~ whether
the rule-based system IS USIng forward (or data-dIrected or
bottom-up) reasoning or backward (or goal-directed
or top-

down)reasoning.To make the distinction, it is useful to isolate
the step of rule activation. Only activated rules are subjectto
being triggered. In forward (or data-directed, or bottom-up)
reasoning,whenevernew data is addedto the system,the data
is matchedagainst all antecedentsof all rules (actual syste~s
are more efficient than this sounds).If the data matchesan
antecedentof a rule, that rule is activated (if it is not already
activated), and if all antecedentsof the rule are now satisfied,
the rule triggers. When a rule fires, the consequentpropositions that are added to the knowledge base are treated like
new data, matched against antecedents,and may causeadditional rules to be activated and to be triggered. In backward
(or goal-directed,or top-down) reasoning, rules are not activated when data is added.Rather, when a query is askedof the
system,or the systemis askedto do something,the query (or
goal) is matched against all consequentsof all rules (again,
actual systems are more efficient than this sounds).If the
query matchesa consequentof a rule, the rule is activated,all
its antecedentsare treated as new queriesor goals(nowcalled
subqueries,or subgoals),and may activate additional rules.
Whenever a query or subquery matches an unconditional
proposition in the knowledge base, it is answered,and if it
camefrom an antecedent,the antecedentis now known to be
satisfied.As soonas all antecedentsof somerule are known to
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be satisfied, the rule triggers and may fire. When a rule fires,
the queries that activated it are answered,and now other an"Bottom-up" vs. "top-down," "forward" vs. "backward," and tecedentsmay be known to be satisfied, and their rules might
"data-driven" vs. "goal-directed" are three pairs of modifiers be triggered. Notice that the triggering and firing of a rule
for terms suchas "chaining," "inference," "parsing," "process- always seemsto happen in a "forward" direction, due to the
ing," "reasoning," and "search." They expressessentially the significanceof "antecedents"vs. "consequents,"but what dis-~

